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My name is Kapa and I am working across different disciplines experimenting with various mediums and cautiously measuring the
ratios of all elements to sculpt organic pieces, predominantly taking the form of installations and performances.
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always trying to push them to the limit of their fragility.
The fragility of psychology as of the actor, spectator or a physical material, are crucial elements of my method - always
walking on the thin lines of boundaries in order to easily jump between fiction and reality.
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CV

2018-2020
Haute École des arts du Rhin, Strasbourg (HEAR)
DNSEP (Master of Arts): Arts Plastiques, option Art

[Juin, juillet, septembre 2019 et en cours]
Projet interdisciplinaire «Plant opera»; performances d'installation
Metteur en scène, scénographe, scénario
COOPÉRATION, festival Archstoyanie, Kalt, festival Longévité; Russie /
France https://www.plant-opera.com

2017-2018
Haute École des arts du Rhin, Strasbourg (HEAR)
Master of arts, M1: Scénographie
2016-2017
L’Ecole professionnelle supérieure d’arts graphiques
de la Ville de Paris (EPSAA)
Arts plastiques
2009-2014
Conservatoire de Saint-Pétersbourg
Spécialisation (Bachelor + Master)
Metteur en scène d'opéra et de théâtre musical

[Juin 2019; Novembre 2019 et en cours]
Vidéoart, scénographie, sculptures et mise en scène pour les
performances «What’s Up 6» et «SA4» pour la compagnie de musique
contemporaine et de théâtre Hanatsu Miroir, Espace K, Strasbourg, France
[Avril - août 2019]
Chorégraphe associé, metteur en scène adjoint et showcall pour la Fête
des Vignerons; https://www.fetedesvignerons.ch/media/les-extraits-duspectacle-2019/
Confrerie des Vignerons, Vevey, Suisse
[Mai 2019]
Vidéoart pour l'opéra contemporain «Tableau périodique», festival
Dyagilev, Perm, Russie

Prix
[2012]
Festival international d’arts numériques et
expérimentales, PLATFORMA, Moscou
Prix: Meilleure performance avec «Human
Voice» (metteur-en-scéne, scénographe)
[2013]
Concours international des metteurs en scène d’opéra
NANOopera
Lauréat et prix du théâtre d'opéra de Karlsruhe pour
«Lulu», A. Berg
[2014]
Prix national de théâtre «Masque d'or»
Longue liste
«Asteroid 62» (metteur-en-scéne, scénographe,
artiste)
[2015]
Festival du film Rencontres (Prix du public)
Motion +
Sélection officielle du Festival du film de ClermontFerrand avec court métrage d'animation «Pa» (coréalisateur, scénario)
[2020]
Kouriokhin prix d'art contemporain pour «Plant
Opera» en nomination “Art-Science”
http://www.kuryokhin.net/en

[Avril - octobre 2019]
«La machine» et «Nothing lasts forever», un performance de théâtre
physique et de marionnettes; Stuttgart, Allemagne
Scénographie, sculptures, performeur
Festival Fitz, 5-6 octobre 2019,
Festival TJP Giboulées 2020
[Juillet | Décembre 2018]
Opéra contemporain «Fish and Boar»
Videoart, scénographie et mise en scène
Stanislavsky Opera; Moscou, Russie
[Mars-juin 2018]
Art vidéo pour symphonie «Richer dust» de Nigel Clark
l'Académie de musique de Strasbourg; Strasbourg, France
[Mai 2018]
Scénographe et interprète pour les «Public bodies»
Festival de théâtre de Téhéran 2018; Téhéran, Iran
[Avril 2018]
Film «Brouillards blancs et gras. Petites rayures noires ”
Textes, concept, camera, design
[Mars 2018]
Co-scénographe pour «Mensonge du singe» de C. Tostain Actuelles 20;
TAPS Strasbourg, France
Strasbourg, France
[Juin - septembre 2017]
Jeux olympiques asiatiques, Assistant chorégraphie de masse pour la
cérémonie d’ouverture
BWS
Achgabat, Turkménistan

[Juin 2018]
Mise en scène, costumes pour «Medved» d'après «l’Ourse» de M.Chekhov
Lycée Condorcet, Paris
[Avril 2017]
Opéra pour enfants «Kolodetz»
Metteur en scène, scénographe
Théâtre Mariinski; Saint-Pétersbourg, Russie
[Juin - novembre 2016]
«Alice. The Return to Wonderland ’Directeur artistique de l’exposition interactive | Script | Assistant
d'illustration
http://phygital.io/
https://hello-alice.ru/en
HelloComputer, Moscou / Vienna / Chine / Espagne
[Mai 2016 - Présent]
TXORI Animation
Projets:
Tim Legend - Hope [Clip vidéo] [2017] Co-directeur | Animateur adjoint
BlueSound inc. [Clip vidéo] [2015] Réalisateur
Pa [Court métrage d'animation] [2015] Réalisateur | Concept | Scénario La
Colina [Court métrage d'animation] [2015] Réalisateur | Concept

[Août 2012 - juin 2013]
Théâtre Skorohod - Co-fondateur du Centre des
arts du spectacle contemporain | Directeur
artistique
Saint-Pétersbourg, Russie
[Juin 2011 - juillet 2012]
Compagnie Finzi Pasca - «Aida», «Requiem»,
«Rain», «Pagliacci» (Théâtre de cirque)
Assistant-metteur en scène
Théâtre Mariinsky, Teatro San Carlo - SaintPétersbourg, Naples
[Décembre 2011 - mars 2013]
co_OPERA_tion - Compagnie indépendante de
compositeurs, chefs d'orchestre, metteurs en scène
et artistes promouvant l'opéra et les arts auprès des
masses. Les œuvres principales incluent - «Human
Voice» (Théâtre d'opéra), «La Serva
Padrona» (Opéra / Théâtre physique)
Mise en scène | Scénographe | Costume
Saint-Pétersbourg, Moscou

Expositions collectives

[Mars - mai 2015]
Movement director pour «La Traviata» (Théâtre d'opéra) | Directeur adjoint 5 mars 2020: Soirée Phonon, HEAR, Trio avec
de l'Opéra de Zurich, Zurich, Suisse
Maurin Bonnet et Ayako Hese, Galerie d’art
contemporain Chaufferie, Strasbourg
[Janvier - mars 2015]
3 fevrier 2020: ATTRAPE D’ABORD… Galerie
OperaLab Berlin - mise en scène, sculptures, scénographie pour
d’art contemporain Chaufferie, Strasbourg
«Objectarium» (Théâtre)
22 mars 2019 - Explosition La Fabrique , HEAR,
Akerstadtpalast, Berlin, Allemagne
Strasbourg
Octobre 2017 - Exposition des travaux des
[Septembre - novembre 2014]
étudiants de EPSAA à la Palais Brongniart, Paris
Assistant de réalisateur
Phenomenon Films - «DAU» (Film), Londres, Royaume-Uni
[Août - septembre 2014]
«Orestia», Iannis Xenakis (Théâtre d'opéra) Assistant-metteur en scène |
Directeur du mouvement Deutsche Oper, Berlin. Allemagne
[Juin - juillet 2014]
«Boris Godonov» (Théâtre d'opéra) Assistant-metteur en scène | Directeur
du mouvement Badisches Staatstheater - Karlsruhe, Allemagne
[Septembre 2013 - mars 2014]
CSA, Fivecurrents, Balich World Wide - Assistant-metteur en scène |
Showcall | Assistant chorégraphe
Jeux olympiques et paralympiques d'hiver de 2014 à Sotchi; Sotchi, Russie
[Août - décembre 2013]
Opéra ‘Asteroid 62’ (compositeur D. Kourliandski
Mise en scène, sculptures, scénographie
OPERgruppa, Moscou, Russie

[Août 2012 - juin 2013]

[2018-ongoing,
Various
sculptures
andseries]
objects
Unnamed

In my works the objects and sculptures are always alive, they
always have history and particular relations in-between, with me
and a space. They have their processes and their intentions that I
progressively want to help them to explore.
Sometimes like people the pretend, they lie, they get confused, the
sing and they die.
3 images on the rights are sculptures of various series.
The object on the bottom of the page is a sound “emitter” object
created for research program in IRCAM.

Unnamed
20*30 cm,
guitar strings, plaster, clamp

Unnamed
60*40 cm,
metal bars, wood, plaster, nylon

Objectarium

[2015, Ackerstadtpalast, Berlin; script, directing, set design, object design, choreography]

https://vimeo.com/200281463

Phantom syndrome for objects and our dependance on inanimate souls.
Imagine that our live is predetermined and controlled by the objects. The way we move, physical and psychological habits. Pas des deux with the robot, duo with the lamp.
7 characters - 7 chairs telling us more about them then themselves.
Collaboration with OperaLab Berlin

hyalus canticum

[2020, musical instrument object]
-> video

The instrument is played with technique similar to saxophone.
The unique construction with multiple connected glass
blown vessels gives multi-phonic character to the sound.
The ink and water mixing in the vessels are influencing the
sound and the reflections that fill in the space.
It is composed of 3 basic materials: crystal glass, metal and
wood, that were all reinterpreted. The wood is carved to
the shape that gives us impression of its softness and flexibility, embracing the glass vessels. The metal is so thin that
whole object seems on the limit of its balance and fragility.

The machine /Desinfection!!!!
[activated installation, 2020]
From silence and immobility to the limit of saturation of sounds, movements,
smells ...Howling pipes, sprinkles, twisting hoses, expanding shapes appear like
orchestrated complex score leading to climax of foam explosion that leads to gradual
diminuendo. Leaving the memory of sound in the head and only fragile sound of
popping vanishing on our eyes foam.
Mémento mori of pandemics.

Nothing lasts forever [2019, Stuttgart; performance/installation; director, set designer]

Organically mixing with urban space the common object create uncommon magic. Metaphors and allusions
coming in our head from various colors, shapes, qualities that ordinary foam takes are appearing as fast as
vanishing/morphing to a new state.
Collaboration with Stuttgart Figurentheater Studiengang, Laura Boser.

Papers / Multiple
potentials [2019-ongoing; series; porcelain, plaster]

Pushing the materials
and forms to their limit
and boundaries and
working with simple
concepts creates this
attention to silence and
purity of form that I
search for.
Sometimes the material
Paper. It is a silent presence of potential.isAlready
object charged by unrevealed yet destiny.
creatinganthe
The beautify and danger of empty page isimportant
in the factshift
that- itsheets
can become almost anything that can affect in any possible way anyone.
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couldtranslated
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in plaster get different
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is more already
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porcelain - it does remember it’s shape, it will reflect it after firing. It is born in water and fire and is the
memory of light.
I just wanted to steal and capture that moment in-between the after-death and pre-bearth, between anticipation of new life and memory of his past
fixing it in a volume memory of his object integrity. So going from paper as object I wanted to monumentalise it through the memory of volume
- plaster, and memory of light - porcelain.
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Multiple potentials
series of sculptures 2019,
plaster, 210 mm × 297 mm

Multiple potentials
series of sculptures 2019,
plaster, 210 mm × 297 mm
A4 format

In fear of meeting the past or facing future I would take a memory - a document - put it in liquid porcelain and fire it. The porcelain keeps the memory of object and encapsulates it’s past, creating with aches
the drawing of it’s future.

Multiple potentials
series of sculptures 2019,
plaster, 210 mm × 297 mm

Purgatorio
A series of sculptures and performance to destroy, shuffle and reassemble pieces or family archives - the repression folders of both maternal
great grandfathers. They were both falsely accused of being spies and prosecuted, leading to my grandparents meeting while queuing to receive
the rehabilitation papers.
[2019, plaster, 210 mm × 297 mm]

CPT [2019, sculpture, book] -> web project

A new cosmology model suggests that our Universe has a mirror
image in the form of an antiuniverse that existed before the big
bang. From a certain vantage point, our Universe looks lopsided.
Time runs forward as space expands, and there’s more matter than
antimatter.
— M.Schirber about CPT-Symmetric Universe

Change conjugation
Parity inversion
Time reversal

Charge conjugation
Parity inversion
Time reversal

Petrichor
Petrichor

[2020, installation with performative activation]
Petrichor is a multidimensional
installation, where smells of wet soil
and unusual balance of objects are
creating invisible tension and corporal presence. The performance adds
new dimension - sound of rubbing
and singing ropes that react on each
micro-breath of the performer.
The total weight of all stones is equal
to the weight of the performer, that
creates a direct dependence link of
body, space and objects, changing
their rules of existence. It is a game
of compromise of intentions as well
as balance of body and spirit.

Mother of stones
[activated installation, 2020]

6 stones: I - 1045 g, II -1647 g,… the sum of their weights is equal to the
“mother stone” they are all casted from. Balancing weight shifts with
humidity and microtensions releasing the sound of friction resonares in the
whole bodies of “children stones”, as if they were singing choir responding
to the lullaby of their mother.
The gesture of care is transforming the caregiver and charges the object
with a new mythology.

Loading… [installation
- 100*0,5mGPS
band
on translucent
web-version, 2019-2020]
Loading…
[2019, book/installation,
tracked
and mergedPVC,
travelbook,
panoramas]
Web-version ->
“On a long journey every part of the view starts to smudge, loop and merge and you become unsure if you
already saw what you see. It seems to echo your mind flow and intertwine with your memories. You
unconsciously place ideas and feelings on the trees and valleys, sometimes leaving them there forever. From
the journey you will keep only some flashes, colours, smells and names of stops… Here they sell toys, here
they sell glass, here you probably need to be careful.”

SA 4 [2019, Strasbourg, performance;

set design, olfactory objects, concept]
A performance created in collaboration
with Hanatsu miroir and 4 Iranian contemporary composers. A female performer
comes as an odd ensemble member and
becomes with her body language a speachless soloist, speaking of corporal supression.
The olfactory sense takes part of narative:
the rainfow-like reflection overlaps with
smell of petrol and suspended objects falling, creating explosions of smells, releasing
symbolic Iranin olfactory references: spices,
flowers, incenses, strengthened by heat of
projectors.
She colors herself in red of saffran - scent of
freedom and color of corouge.
courage.

Fat fogs [2018, film; director, designer, camera, script]

https://vimeo.com/259073530 (password: red)
“Well, it’s all about how and where she grew up, what she feels about it and how it’s changing, her love to the place, sister...and beauty. It’s just about her and some other
people”. Mother explaining to her Grandson (nephew Senia).
Collaboration with childhood friends, family and composer Stanislas Makovsky

What’s UP [2019, Space K, Strasbourg; performance; set design, video]

Moving screen panels, forming different shapes and spaces for each part of performance. On stage the
light,shocall and chemical laboratory are installed running show live open to the spactator. Each peice is associated with one petridish that is turning to a complex and massive world through numerous live cameras and
microscopes.
Collaboration with HANATSU mirror ensemble.

Periodical table [2019, Dyagilev festival, Perm; opera; video artist ]
Opera which talk of people as elements of periodical system. Video is
translating this chemical elements to alchemical symbols and ritualistic and
metaphysical processes.

Plant opera
opera [2019, installation, performance;
collaboration as stage director, designer, concept
creator] -> about plant opera performance
It is a interdisciplinary science-art project that believes in
transflorism (analogy to transhumanism).
We are translating plants, giving them voice, ability to
write and even create images.
1st edition - Kalt Strasbourg prototype
2d edition - Opera of/for plants, Moscow
3d edition - Tree opera (speed dating)
plant-opera.com

Asteroid 62

[ 2013, contemporary opera; stage director, set designer, costume designer]

Composer D. Kourliandski, performed by MASM ensemble and N’caged ensemble, installations and light in
collaboration with Alexander Letcius (404.zero, Sila Sveta, Sinitca)
Love as a word, sound as a smell, as a feeling, as obsession, as way to live and a way to die.
Space
This set design was created for old “pioneers house”, where stereotypes of the spirit of place were turned upside
down. The public invited to sit down on the stage in circle back to the center and gets moved between the spaces - installations. This cynetic space allowed for spectator to see performance multiple times each time following
different story.
Complex machinery of stage with multiple axes of spinning created feeling of disorientation, antigravity and
suspense of spectator.
The floor is covered with redable through mirror texts and invisible ink that get’s exposed through the tourches
of actors, that lead spectators from this new hidden narative.
Installations are 5 spaces that spectator travels through (4 of 5 from left to the right):
Pigmalion is a electromagnetic sculpture that is getting costructed by and actor. Each time it starts to get geometric man-like shape and there is only red triangle heart to complete it the figure falls apart.
Venera is a water-like costume that has quality of light caturing and optically dispersing.
Narciss is a box that has a varying opacity of elements creating an active space around actor - it is sometimes
transparent box, sometimes a moving mosaique that blocks parts of his body.
The central object - Asteroid - was constructed of panels layering smart-glass, mirror film, dichroic film etc.
that allows to completely change his quality - make opaques, transparent, reflective, infinity mirror box, programmed light pendulum etc.
The 45 degree mirrors of “asteroid” object transpose the horisontal arrangement in vertical movement, justifying the performers movements whe we see them through the mirror.

Voix humaine

[2012, St.Petersbourg, opera; stage directing, set design]
Taking of loneliness in the crowd, full privacy transparency this show is a hour
long solo of performer founding herself one to one with her psycological problems insecurities in front of public, with musicians to tell the most intimate and
secret.
Live spy camera multi-channel, shadow illusions and full disctustion and transformation of white paper illusion sheet.

